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Slovenia

Regulations on Household Goods and Personal Effects
Shipments in Slovenia

Foreigners
Import of
Goods being sent to Slovenia by foreigners must be imported within one year after the date of issue of residence permit. If this
Household Goods

requirement as well as the documentation requirement is fulfilled there are no duties and taxes to be paid, regardless the value of
the goods. All the goods which will be imported to Slovenia must be declared at time of first import clearance. Documents required
are the following:
 Passport with residence permit
 Inventory with values (per item or group of items – such as “kitchen furniture = EUR 5000,-”)
 House/apartment lease contract
 Confirmation issued by Slovenian employer that the shipper will work for them
 Statement signed by the customer confirming he will live in Slovenia and all the goods are in his possession and used for
more than 6 months
All the household goods and personal effects being imported must be for personal use and cannot be lent or sold for a period of
12 months after arrival. The shipment must arrive within one year of customer's arrival to Slovenia. The goods must be cleared
within 10 days of arrival to avoid storage charges.

EU citizens:
EU citizens who lived out of EU for more than 12 months moving into Slovenia from are allowed to import used household goods
and a car without paying import customs duties and taxes (VAT). Documents required for import customs clearance are as
follows:
 Passport
 Statement issued by local Slovenian (or EU) Embassy that the shipper lived out of the EU for more than one year
 Inventory with values (per item or group of items – such as “furniture = EUR 2000,-”)
 Statement signed by the customer confirming he will live in Slovenia and all the goods are in his possession and used for
more than 6 months and he did not import anything to Slovenia under duties and taxes exemption scheme during the last
one year
Returning Slovenian Citizens:
Slovenian citizens who lived abroad for more than 12 months and are moving into Slovenia outside from the EU are allowed to
import used household goods and a car without paying import customs duties and taxes (VAT). Documents required for import
customs clearance are as follows:
 Passport
 Customer's Slovenian tax/VAT number
 Statement issued by local Slovenian (or EU) Embassy that the shipper lived out of the EU for more than one year
 Inventory with values (per item or group of items – such as “furniture = EUR 2000,-”)
 Statement signed by the customer confirming he will live in Slovenia and all the goods are in his possession and used for
more than 6 months and he did not import anything to Sloveia under duties and taxes exemption schene during the last one
year
Diplomats:
Diplomats need to submit the following documents for import customs clearance:
 Passport copy
 Inventory with values (per item or group of items – such as “furniture = EUR 2000,-”)
 Diplomatic protocol

Prohibited Items

Consignment
Instructions

Notes: Packing list should be in English or Slovenian and it should be very detailed.
Do not attach the inventory list used for the insurance purposes with the documents enclosed with the shipment.
 Weapons of all kinds
 Alcohol
 Food
 Narcotics
 Pornography
 Toxic material
 Plants
 Radioactive material
Client's name (from passport)
C/O Move One Relocations
C/O Schenker
Brnciceva 51.
1231 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel.: +386 1 588 5809
Mark the way bills very clearly “Used Household goods and personal effects”.
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Slovenia
Import of Vehicles

Import of Pets

Import of Carpets,
Paintings, Musical
Instruments, Art
Effects & Antiques
Import of Special
Items (i.e. rifles,
stuffed animals, etc.)

Import of Wine,
Spirits & Tobacco

Export of
Household Goods

 The car must meet the EURO 4 environmental standard and must be equipped with catalyst in order to be imported to Slovenia.
 Only EU citizens, returning Slovenians and diplomats can import cars duty and tax free (but still paying special tax for motor
vehicles and registration tax). Cars, motorcycles and other vehicles may be duty free if for private use only, if owned and
registered abroad for a minimum of 6 months and if owner has resided outside of Slovenia for a minimum of 12 months.
 EU citizens and returning Slovenians can not lend ot sell the vehicle for a period of 12 months after the import customs
clearance, whilst this period for diplomats is 3 years.
 All non EU citizens can import vehicles on a temporary basis, but still must pay duties and taxes over the registration tax.
 Tax on vehicles is always applicable and varies between 0–13% depending on the value.
 Apart the above mentioned documents for importing HHGS customs requires the following papers for vehicle importation:
 Original registration papers of the vehicle
 Invoice of the vehicle or a value declaration signed by the owner
 Vehicle's documents and purchase Invoice
 Statement with vehicle's details (present registration plate number, country of registration, brand, type, VIN no., motor
type no., km driven, colour, ccm, kW etc.)
Pets are permitted to be imported to Slovenia. In all cases a vet needs to examine the pet at the point of origin. After all certificates
are issued the pet can be exported. Once the pet arrives at the airport in Slovenia, a vet will examine the animal, check all
documents, and if all is in order the pet can be released. There is no quarantine in Slovenia for cats and dogs. For customs
clearance we will need:
 Pet passport with record of all shots
 The pet must be microchipped
 Health certificate issued by a vet (10 days prior to arrival)
 Vaccination certificate (issued at least 30 days prior to departure and cannot be more than 9 months old)
 Import permit from Slovenian Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management
 Ownership papers
 Owner's passport copy
Documents above where there is no issue date indicated, cannot be older than 48 hours considering the departure date.
 All furniture and artwork are defined as antique over 50 years old.
 When importing antiques and paintings to Slovenia, no special permits are needed.
 These items must be clearly marked on the original packing list. For customs clearance a photo has to be provided with
description of the item (size, in case of artwork – artist, title). This prevents any discrepancies when trying to export the goods.
Rifles: Several permits are required depending on the type of the rifle which wants to be imported
Stuffed animals: CITES certificate and Animal health certificate
Notes: Before importing any special item from Slovenia please contact our office in order to check the appropriate permit
requirements.
If client wants to bring alcohol into Slovenia he/she must take the alcohol with him/herself.
Importing alcohol and tobacco has strict rules. Allowance for import of wines, spirits and tobacco products for personal
consumption is:
Limits for tobacco:
Limits for alcohol:
 Cigarettes: 200 pcs or
 Wine (made of grape): 2 litres or
 Cigarillos (less then 3 g each): 100 pcs or
 Spirits (containing more than 22% alcohol): 1 liter
 Cigars: 50 pcs or
 Perfumes: 50 gr
 Tobacco: 250 grams
Foreigners, EU Citizens, Slovenian Citizens:
Individuals (non diplomats) need to provide the following documents for export customs clearance:
 Copy of passport
 Itemized, valued inventory list in categories (type, model and serial number of electrical appliances, number of pieces of
electronics, furniture, sport equipments, books, CD-s, DVD-s, customs value of each item)
 Original import paperwork (for non Slovenians)
 If antiques, musical instruments or artwork want to be exported export permit from Ministry of Culture is required (if they
are listed on the temporary import customs paperwork export permit is not needed)
Diplomats:
Diplomats need to provide the following documents for export customs clearance:
 Copy of passport and Inventory list stamped by the Embassy and signed by the owner
Notes: If all necessary documents are received customs clearance takes about one day for normal household goods and personal
effects. In some special cases it is possible that clearance can take 48 hours.
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Slovenia
 Weapons of all kinds, Food, Pornography, Plants, Alcohol, Narcotics, Toxic material, Radioactive material
There are two ways of exporting vehicles from Slovenia and the procedure for these is different.

Prohibited Items
Export of Vehicles

Loading the vehicle into a container or on a trailer:
 Before the vehicle can be exported it needs to be de-registered. If de-registration has not been done prior to the export of the
vehicle, the client must send back the export document that was stamped at the border with the car plates and the Slovenian
car papers. Following the de-registration process the car must be taken for a customs inspection. It can only be inspected if it
is already on the trailer or in the container. The driver will receive the customs declaration which they will take with them to the
destination country.
Driving the vehicle through the border:
 Before the process can occur, an export inspection must take place at origin. The individual driving the car out of the country
must buy a forwarding bond at the time when they are entering other countries. Countries not part of the EU will require their
own forwarding bond.
Please leave at least a week to gather all necessary documents for the export of your pet from Slovenia. The following documents
are needed for the export procedure:
 Pet passport
 The pet must be microchipped
 Health certificate
 Vaccination certificate
 Ownership papers
 Owner's passport copy
 Certificate from the district veterinarian stating that export to the destination country is possible, there are no infection risks at
destination (this is needed only if the shipment goes to a non EU country)
Documents above cannot be older than 48 hours considering the departure date. Photocopies of all documents are to be carrier
with the shipper.

Export of Pets

Export of Carpets,
Paintings,
Musical
Instruments, Art
Effects & Antiques

Export of Special
Items (i.e. rifles,
stuffed animals, etc.)

Notes: It takes one day to clear a pet coming out of Slovenia. To make the journey as comfortable as possible for your pet we
recommend the following:
 Let your pet get accustomed to the kennel before it travels. Five days is usually enough for your pet to adjust to the kennel
environment
 Animals can get airsick, too. Give your pet a small meal the evening before it travels and no later than 12 hours before the
flight
 Do not give your pet anything to drink within 4 hours of departure
 Make sure that your dog or cat goes to the toilet before it travels
 Fix a label with the animal’s name and feeding instructions (preferably in English) on the side of the kennel
 When exporting artwork, antiques, instruments, etc, then it is advised to have the receipts from the purchase of the goods. If
the goods were brought into the country then the shipper must have the original import paperwork for them. Export permits are
needed to take the goods out of Slovenia and the receipt shows the value of the item. Electric musical items (such as electric
piano, electric guitar, etc.) do not require export permit, but brand, model- and serial number must be declared.
 An export permit is obtained from the Ministry of Culture to export the art, antiques and other artifacts. With a permit, Slovenian
customs will allow the export of the goods. It can take up to one month to obtain an export permit. Prepare well in advance so
that the process can be completed for customs clearance in due time.
Notes: Items over 100 years old will be very difficult to export from Slovenia unless they were well documented upon arrival.
Rifles: Several permits are required depending on the type of the rifle which wants to be exported
Stuffed animals
 CITES certificate
 Animal health certificate
Notes: Before exporting any special item from Slovenia please contact our office in order to check the appropriate permit
requirements, also make sure that these items can be imported to the destination country.

Export of Wine,
Spirits & Tobacco

Alcohol and tobacco products cannot be exported from Slovenia in a household goods shipment.
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